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ABSTRACT
An improved ?lter bag is provided for swimming pool
cleaners and the like particularly of the type designed
for travel along submerged pool surfaces to dislodge
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and collect debris. The ?lter bag is formed from an

elongated stretch of porous fabric, such as nylon mesh,
folded upon itself to de?ne conforming left and right
sidewalls joined by front and rear seams and a seamless
upper end. The lower ends of the sidewalls are secured
to a mounting collar which cooperates therewith to
de?ne an open mouth for entry of debris into the bag
and means for attachment about the discharge end of a
pool cleaner suction mast. Water and debris are drawn

by the cleaner through the mounting collar into a pri
mary ?ow chamber within a forward region of the ?lter
bag and separated from a rear collection chamber by an
upstanding divider seam which terminates below the
seamless upper end of the bag. In use, upon forward
travel of the pool cleaner within a swimming pool,

water ?ows relatively ef?ciently through the primary
flow chamber and exits the bag through the seamless
upper end, while debris drawn upwardly within the
primary ?ow chamber is guided rearwardly over the
divider seam and settles within the rear collection

chamber. A portion of the rear seam is de?ned by sepa

rable Velcro-type fastener strips to permit removal of
debris from the collection chamber without requiring
removal of the ?lter bag from the pool cleaner.

19 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures
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fall back through the suction mast into the swimming
FILTER BAG FOR POOL CLEANERS

pool upon cessation of cleaner operation. Moreover,
previous collection bags have commonly included a

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

stitched seam or the like closing the upper end of the

This invention relates generally to improvements in
?lter bags for use with automatic pool cleaning devices,
particularly of the type designed for submerged travel

bag, wherein this seam also interferes with and partially

along the ?oor and subsurface sidewalls of a swimming

bags generally have been shaped with a relative broad

pool to collect and dislodge debris. More particularly,
this invention relates to an improved ?lter bag designed

front pro?le resulting in signi?cant drag as the bag and
cleaner move together through the pool water, wherein
this drag can be suf?cient to tip the cleaner and prevent
desired suction operation. In addition, when collected
debris is emptied from the ?lter bag, it has generally
been necessary to remove the bag from the pool cleaner

obstructs upward water flow from the suction mast to

reduce cleaner ef?ciency. Still further, previous ?lter

for improved operating ef?ciency of the pool cleaner
and for facilitated removal of collected debris from the

?lter bag.
Residential and commercial swimming pools conven

tionally include water ?ltration systems designed for
removing dirt and debris from the pool water. Such

resulting in potential debris spillage onto the pool
cleaner, wherein the spilled debris can contact cleaner
drive machanisms and undesirably interfere with proper

?ltration systems include a circulation pump for pump

ing pool water through a ?lter unit which separates dirt
operation thereof.
and other suspended debris from the water, after which
There exists, therefore, a signi?cant need for an im
the pool water is returned to the swimming pool. To 20 proved ?lter bag for pool cleaners, wherein the ?lter

maintain desired standards of water cleanliness and

bag is designed for improved hydraulic operating char
acteristics and for facilitated bag emptying, particularly

clarity, such ?ltration systems are normally required to
be operated on a daily schedule for at least several hours

each day.
While a swimming pool ?ltration system for the type
described above is esential for maintaining water clean
liness and clarity, such ?ltration systems by themselves

without requiring bag removal from the pool cleaner.
25

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In accordance with the invention, an improved ?lter
bag is provided for use with pool cleaners and the like

are generally unable to maintain the pool water is a
for improved hydraulic ef?ciency and debris collection
satisfactory state of cleanliness over a long period of
time. For example, a conventional water ?ltration sys 30 in use and for facilitated removal of debris from within
the ?lter bag. The improved ?lter bag is formed from
tem is designed to remove suspended water-entrained
porous fabric or the like folded upon itself and seamed
debris of a relatively small size and not for removing
together to include an open lower mouth for attach
larger debris, such as leaves and the like, or other partic
ment to the suction mast of the pool cleaner and a seam
ulate matter which tends to settle irrespective of size

onto the floor and sidewalls of the pool. Accordingly, 35 less upper end to permit substantially unimpeded water
flow therethrough. The interior of the bag is divided
periodic cleaning of the pool floor and sidewalls by
into a forward primary flow chamber for upward pas
additional means is required to maintain the pool in a
sage of water and entrained debris from the lower
mouth to the seamless upper end whereat the debris is
guided rearwardly into a rear collection chamber for
settling and storage. A rear seam for the ?lter bag is

clean condition.
In recent years, a variety of in-the-pool cleaning de

vices have become popoular for dislodging and collect
ing debris and sediment from the ?oor and sidewall

surfaces of a swimming pool. See, for example, the pool

de?ned at least in part by attachable Velcro-type fas

cleaning device shown and described in U.S. Pat. No.

tener strips which can be separated to permit bag emp

3,822,754 which is adapted for sumberged and generally
random travel along the pool floor and sidewalls,
wherein such devices are exempli?ed by the pool
cleaner manufactured and sold by Polaris Vac-Sweep of

tying without requiring bag removal from the pool
45

cleaner.
In the preferred form of the invention, the ?lter bag is
formed from an elongated stretch of a nylon mesh fabric
or the like folded upon itself to de?ne conforming left

San Marcos, California, under the trademark PO
LARIS VAC-SWEEP. Cleaning devices of this type

and right sidewalls joined seamlessly at their upper

are designed for connection to a supply of water under

ends. These sidewalls are joined along their front mar

pressure, such as by connection to the discharge side of

gins by a front seam and along their rear margins by the

a ?ltration system circulation pump, and are driven

rear seam, wherein these seams desirably include rein

hydraulically over submerged pool surfaces to dislodge

forcing fabric strips of cotton or the like. The sidewalls
sediment and further include hydraulic suction means
include overlapping lower extensions adjacent their
for drawing sediment and debris through a suction mast 55 front margins and joined to a mounting collar sized to ?t
into a porous collection of ?lter bag.
over the discharge end of the pool cleaner suction mast,

In general, ?lter bags for pool cleaners have been
formed from a meshlike material sewn into a shape

with appropriate securing means being carried by the
mounting collar for securely fastening said collar about

having a lower open mouth for attachment about the
the suction mast.
upper end of the pool cleaner suction mast. Accord 60 The mounting collar cooperates with the lower end
ingly, water drawn upwardly into the ?lter bag passes
of the ?lter bag to de?ne an open mouth for entry of
through the meshlike material for return to the pool
water and entrained debris drawn through the suction
whereas water-entrained debris is trapped and collected
mast by the pool cleaner. This water and entrained
within the bag. However, in previous ?lter bags, debris
debris flows upwardly into a primary flow chamber
has tended to collect within the bag in a position ob 65 de?ned by a forward region of the interior bag volume
structing water ?ow from the suction mast thereby
between the front seam and an intermediate divider
inhibiting cleaner effectivity. This problem is com
seam upstanding from a rear margin of the mounting
pounded by the fact that the collected debris tends to
collar and terminating below the seamless bag upper

3
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end. Water ?owing upwardly through the primary ?ow
chamber passes without signi?cant hydraulic obstruc

4

through a primary ?ow chamber 16, with the water
exiting the bag through a seamless upper end 17 and the
debris falling rearwardly for collection into a rear col
lection chamber 18.
The improved ?lter bag 10 of the present invention

tion through the seamless upper end to return to the

swimming pool, whereas the debris is guided rear
wardly between the sealess upper end and the divider
seam as the cleaner travels forwardly within the pool
for debris passage into the rear collection chamber for
settling between the divider seam and the rear seam of

provides signi?cant improvements in operation and use
in comparison with previous ?lter bags used with pool
cleaners of a generally similar type. More particularly,
in the improved ?lter bag 10, debris is collected and

the ?lter bag.

Collected debris within the rear collection chamber is b. 0 stored within the rear collection chamber 10 where it
does not interfere with hydraulic flow of water up

thus maintained in a position away from the mounting
collar and further away from the upward water ?ow

wardly through the primary flow chamber 16. Accord
ingly, substantially optimum suction flow characteris

path through the primary ?ow chamber. Accordingly,
the collected debris does not interfere with water flow

through the suction mast whereby cleaner suction effec

tiveness is substantially optimized. Moreover, orienta
tion of the ?lter bag on the pool cleaner with the front
and rear seams aligned generally in a fore-aft direction

provides a minimal front bag pro?le to correspondingly
minimize hydraulic drag attributable to the bag as the
cleaner moves through the water. When the ?lter bag is
full or otherwise requires emptying, a portion of the
rear seam de?ning by the Velcro-type fastener strips is

conveniently separated to provide a discharge opening
for debris removal into a collection vessel without re

quiring removal of the bag from the cleaner and further
without signi?cant risk of debris falling onto the under

lying cleaner.

tics for maximum cleaner ef?ciency are maintained
5

through the ?lter bag at all times wherein these optimal
flow characteristics are further enhanced by the seam

less upper end 17 of the bag which does not signi?cantly
obstruct water ?ow. Moreover, the improved ?lter bag
10 is shaped to provide a narrow, substantially mini
mum front pro?le to correspondingly minimize hydrau
lic drag within the water during pool cleaner move
ment, wherein such drag could otherwise cause partial
tipping of the pool cleaner 12 to interfere with debris
suction. and collection capability. In addition, debris
collected within the rear collection chamber 18 can be

emptied from the ?lter bag 10 through a rear discharge

opening 19 (FIG. 5) without requiring bag removal
from the pool cleaner and further substantially without

Other features and advantages of the present inven
risk of spilling collected debris onto or within the pool
tion will become more apparent from the following 30 cleaner.
detailed description, taken in conjunction with the ac
The improved ?lter bag 10 shown in FIGS. 1-5 is

companying drawings, which illustrate, by way of ex
ample, the principles of the invention.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings illustrate the invention.
In such drawings:
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an in-the-pool cleaner
having mounted thereon an improved ?lter bag em

bodying the novel features of the invention;
FIG. 2 is an enlarged side elevation view of the pool

cleaner and ?lter bag, illustrating the ?lter bag partially

designed particularly for use with pool cleaners of the
type shown and described, for example, in U.S. Pat. No.
3,822,754, wherein such devices are exempli?ed by the
35 pool cleaner manufactured and sold by Polaris Vac

Sweep of San Marcos, California, under the trademark
POLARIS VAC-SWEEP. In such pool cleaners with
reference to the illustrative cleaner 12, a cleaner hous
ing 20 is supported on a set of wheels 22 for transport in
a generally random pattern over the ?oor and sub

merged sidewall surfaces of a swimming pool. An hy
draulic drive train (not shown) encased within the

in vertical section;

7
cleaner housing 20 responds to a supply of water under
FIG. 3 is a fragmented horizontal section taken gen
pressure coupled to the cleaner via a supply hose 24 to
erally on the line 3-3 of FIG. 2;
45 drive the wheels 22 relatively slowly in a forward direc
FIG. 4 is a fragmented vertical section taken gener
tion, as indicated by arrow 25. In addition, a portion of
ally on the line 4-4 of FIG. 2; and
the water from the supply hose 24 is utilized to induce
FIG. 5 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 1 and
a suction flow upwardly through the cleaner supply
illustrating removal of collected debris from the im
mast 14, wherein this suction ?ow draws water along
proved ?lter bag; and
with debris, such as leaves and other particulate, from

FIG. 6 is a fragmented perspective view illustrating
an alternative form of the improved ?lter bag including

debris collection within the ?lter bag 10. One exem

an alternative mounting collar for mounting onto a pool
cleaner.

plary construction and operation of the hydraulic drive
train and exemplary means for inducing suction flow

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
As shown in the exemplary drawings, an improved
?lter bag referred to generally by the reference numeral
10 is provided for use with an in-the-pool cleaner 12 of
the type designed for generally random travel over the
floor and sidewall surfaces of a swimming pool (not
shown) or the like. The improved ?lter bag 10 is remov

55 through the mast 14 are shown and described in detail in

tioned from submerged pool surfaces. This water and
entrained matter ?ows upwardly within the ?lter bag 10

front margins 32 and rear margins 34. The front margins
32 of the sidewalls 28 and 30 are joined together by a

the pool surface underlying the cleaner housing 20 for

the above-referenced U.S. Pat. No. 3,822,754, which is

incorporated by reference herein.
As shown in detail in FIGS. 1-4, the improved ?lter

bag 10 of the present invention is formed from an elon
gated stretch of a porous material, such as ?ne nylon
mesh fabric or other selected water-pervious material,
folded upon itself to de?ne the seamless upper end 17
extending generally in a fore-aft direction when in
ably mounted onto the upper end of a suction mast 14 of
stalled on the pool cleaner 12. When folded, the bag
the pool cleaner 12 for reception of a flow of water 65 material includes left and right sidewalls 28 and 30 of
including entrained debris and other particulate suc
generally conforming overlapping shape with aligned

5
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generally upright front seam 38 formed preferably by
stitching and incorporating a stitched~in reinforcing

6

In accordance with a primary aspect of the ?lter bag
10 of the present invention, the interior volume of the
strip 39 of a fabric material, such as cotton or the like.
?lter bag is divided into the primary ?ow chamber 16
The rear margins 34 of the bag sidewalls 28 and 30
generally at a forward region of the bag and the collec
extend from the seamless upper end 17 generally in a 5 tion chamber 18 generally at a rearward region of the
downward direction and with a gradual curvature in a
bag. More speci?cally, the bag sidewalls 28 and 30 are
forward direction, as shown best in FIG. 2, to provide
joined together by an upstanding intermediate divider
the ?lter bag with a fore-aft dimension which decreases
seam 52 formed preferably by stitching and incorporat
gradually toward the lower end of the bag. Near the
ing a stitched-in reinforcing strip 53 of fabric or the like.
lower end of the ?lter bag, these rear margins 34 turn
This divider seam 52 extends from a lower end gener
more sharply in a forward direction to de?ne lower rear
ally at the lower rear margins 34’ of the sidewalls and
margins 34’.
aligned generally over the rear split 47 in the mounting
A rear seam 40 also formed preferably by stitching
collar in an upward direction generally in parallel with
extends from the seamless upper end 17 downwardly
the front seam 38 to divide the interior bag volume into
along the rear margins 34 for a short distance through 15 the primary flow chamber 16 aligned over the mounting
an upper region of the bag to attach the rear margins
collar 46 and the rear collection chamber 18 displaced

together, with a pair of stitched-in reinforcing strips 41

behind the collar 46. Importantly, this divider seam 52
and 42 of fabric or the like overlying the respective rear
terminates suf?ciently below the seamless upper end 17
margins of the sidewalls 28 and 30. However, in a cen
of the bag to provide a relatively open transition region
tral region of the bag rear margins 34, the seam 40 splits 20 54 communicating between the upper ends of the cham
into a pair of separate subseams 40' af?xing the reinforc
bers 16 and 18.
ing strips 41 and 42 respectively to the rear margins of
When installed onto the pool cleaner 12, water and
the sidewalls but otherwise leaving the rear margins
entrained debris and other particulate is suctioned up
unattached to provide the discharge opening 19 for
wardly through the cleaner suction mast 14 and further
removal of collected debris, as will be described in more 25 through the mounting collar 46 into the bag interior

detail. Importantly, throughout the height of the dis
charge opening 19, the subseams 40' respectively an

within the primary ?ow chamber 16. This water and
debris flow is maintained in space relation from the rear

chor attachable fasteners, such as hook and pile Velcro
collection chamber throughout the height of the divider
type fastener strips, 43 and 44 for releasably closing the
seam 52. Further upward water flow within the primary
discharge opening 19. At the lower extent of these fas 30 ?ow chamber 16 guides the water for exit passage from
tener strips 43 and 44, the rear seam 40 resumes attach

the bag substantially without signi?cant hydraulic ob

ment of the sidewalls 28 and 30 at their lower rear mar

struction through the seamless upper end 17, as de
picted by arrows 55 in FIG. 2. However, due to for
ward movement of the cleaner 12 through the swim

gins 34’.
As shown best in FIGS. 1 and 2, the bag sidewalls 28

and 30 include overlapping lower extensions adjacent
the front seam 38, with the front seam 38 continuing
downwardly a suf?cient distance to attach the front
margins of these extensions to one another. A ?exible
split mounting collar 46 of fabric or other suitable mate
rial is secured as by stitching into these lower extensions
to position an upstanding rear split 47 in the collar 46
generally at the rear thereof. The rear seam 40 contin

35

ming pool, water-entrained debris and other particulate
which cannot pass through the bag material tends to

guide rearwardly through the transition region 54 over
the divider seam 52 for settling and storage into the rear
collection chamber 18, as depicted by arrows 57 in FIG.

2. Accordingly, the debris and particulate is collected in
a position spaced behind the primary flow chamber 16
and prevented by the divider seam 52 from falling back
into the suction mast 14 when pool cleaner operation is
halted.

ues downwardly from the lower rear margins 34' of the
bag sidewalls to secure the reinforcing strips 41 and 42
and the rear margins of the extensions respectively to 45
When it is desired to empty collected debris and
the rear margins of the mounting collar 46 adjacent this
particulate from the ?lter bag 10, the Velcro-type fas
rear split 47.
tener strips 43 and 44 along the rear margins 34 of the
The illustrative ?exible mounting collar 46, when
bag are quickly and easily separated from one another
installed into the lower bag extensions, has a size and
thereby opening the discharge opening 19, as viewed in
shape for relatively easy reception over the upper end
FIG. 5. The collected debris and the like can then be
of the suction mast 14 of the pool cleaner 12. In this
dumped quickly and easily into an appropriate collec
position, interlocking fasteners 48 and 49 preferably
tion vessel (not shown) without signi?cant risk of debris
such as hook and pile Velcro-type strips mounted as by
spillage onto or into the housing 20 of the pool cleaner
stitching onto the collar 46 at opposite sides of the split
10 and further without removing the bag from the suc
47 are securely engageable with one another to lock the 55 tion mast 14 of the cleaner. When the bag is emptied, the
mounting collar onto the cleaner suction mast. When so
fastener strips 43 and 44 can be reattached and the entire
installed, the ?lter bag 10 projects upwardly above the
unit returned to normal operation.
suction mast 14 with the seamless upper end 17 oriented
FIG. 6 illustrates an alternative form of the ?lter bag
generally in a fore-aft direction, as shown best in FIG.
of the present invention, wherein the bag has been mod
3, to provide the bag 10 with a narrow front pro?le,
i?ed to include an alternate mounting collar means for
thereby minimizing drag within the water as the cleaner
mounting onto the suction mast of a pool cleaner, with
moves forwardly during a cleaning procedure. Conve
components corresponding to those shown and de
niently, additional Velcro-type fastener strips indicated
scribed in FIGS. 1-5 being referred to by common
generally by reference numeral 50 may be incorporated
primed reference numerals. More speci?cally, as
into the rear seam 40 near the top of the bag for releas 65 shown, the overlapping lower extensions of the bag
able attachment about the water supply hose 24 to main
sidewalls 28' and 30' adjacent the front seam 38’ are

tain the bag in a generally upright con?guration at all

joined fore and aft respectively to one another by the

times.

front seam 38' and the rear seam to form an open mouth

7
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for attachment about a mounting ring 100 designed for
rapid and simpi?ed installation and/or removal with
respect to the upper end of the pool cleaner suction
mast 14' of the type shown and described in commonly
assigned U.S. application Ser. No. 574,293, ?led Jan. 26,

de?ne an open mouth for passage of water and

debris drawn through the suction mast into the bag
interior between said sidewalls; and
means for dividing the bag interior into a primary

1984.

This mounting ring 100 comprises an upstanding
support cylinder 101 which projects upwardly a sub
stantial distance to the open mouth of the ?lter bag 10’.

?ow chamber disposed generally adjacent said
front margins in ?ow communication with the
open mouth de?ned by said collar and a collection

This support cylinder 101 has a lower end joined to an

enlarged flange 102 with the ?lter bag being drawn over
the support cylinder 101 into a position near or abutting

the flange 102, after which an outer locking sleeve 103
is snugly seated about the bag and support cylinder 101
to lock the bag in place. A suitable adhesive may be 15
provided between the sleeve 103 and the support cylin
der 101 to permanently secure the bag, if desired.

Below the ?ange 102 the mounting ring 100 is shaped
for sliding reception into a shallow counterbore 105 at
the upper end of the suction mast 14’ and further into 20
?ush annular supported engagement with the lower
extent of the counterbore. A pair of latch clips 104

project downwardly from the mounting ring 100 be
yond the counterbore and terminate in outwardly pres

ented and downwardly pointed wedge plates 106.

8
discharge end of the pool cleaner suction mast, said
mounting collar cooperating with said sidewalls to

25

These latch clips are designed for resilient displacement
toward each other for reception of the wedge plates 106

chamber disposed generally adjacent said rear mar
gins and having a lower end blocked from direct
flow communication with the open mouth and an
upper end in flow communication with the primary
flow chamber, said divider means comprising a
divider seam interconnecting said sidewalls and

extending generally upwardly from the side of said
mounting collar opposite said front margins and
terminating in spaced relation below said seamless
upper end, whereby water flowing through the
open mouth passes through the primary ?ow
chamber and exits the bag generally through the
seamless upper end and debris flowing through the
open mouth passes through the primary flow
chamber and settles within the collection chamber.
2. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein said sidewall

material is nylon mesh fabric.

3. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein said sidewalls are
formed from an elongated stretch of the material folded
reception into matingly shaped openings 107 formed 30 upon itself to de?ne said seamless upper end.
4. The ?lter bag of claim 3 wherein said sidewalls
near the upper end of the suction mast. Accordingly,
include overlapping extensions at their lower ends gen
the mounting ring can be installed rapidly onto the
erally adjacent said front margins, said collar compris
suction mast and further may be removed easily by
ing a generally cylindrical member secured to said ex
mere inward depression on the wedge plates 106 fol
lowed by separation of the mounting ring 100 and bag 35 tensions.
5. The ?lter bag of claim 4 wherein said collar has a
10' from the suction mast.
split, ?exible construction and further including means
The improved ?lter bag 10 of this invention thus

downwardly into the suction mast upper end, followed
by resilient outward movement for locked and seated

provides for improved hydraulic cleaning operation of

for releasably securing said collar about the pool

the pool cleaner 12 by collecting and storing debris in a

cleaner suction mast.

- position spaced from water flow through the suction 40

- mast and further by permitting substantially unimpeded

6. The ?lter bag of claim 5 wherein said releasable
securing means comprises an attachable pair of Velcro

water discharge from the ?lter bag. When full, the bag
is designed for rapid and easy emptying without requir
ing bag removal from the pool cleaner.
A variety of modi?cations and improvements to the

type fastener strips.

lieved to be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accord
ingly, no limitation on the invention is intended by way
of the foregoing description, except as set forth in the

mast.

7. The ?lter bag of claim 5 wherein said releasable
securing means comprises at least one latch clip project
45 ing from said cylindrical member and springably mov
able for releasably engaging the pool cleaner suction
improved ?lter bag of the present invention are be

appended claims.

8. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein said rear margins
of said sidewalls extend from said seamless upper end
50 downwardly and with a generally forward component

What is claimed is:
1. A ?lter bag for use with a pool cleaner having a
suction mast for ?ow of water and debris drawn from a

of direction toward said mounting collar.
9. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein said rear margins
are releasably separable generally over an intermediate

swimming pool or the like, said bag comprising:

region thereof.

a pair of sidewalls of generally common shape and 55
formed from a material pervious to water ?ow and

10. The ?lter bag of claim 1 including an attachable
pair of fastener strips mounted respectively at the rear

generally impervious to passage of debris there
through, said sidewalls being joined together by a
seamless upper end and having generally aligned

margins and releasably separable to de?ne the debris

margins of said sidewalls over a portion of said rear

discharge opening.

front margins and rear margins;
60
11. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein said intercon
means for interconnecting said sidewalls along said
necting means comprises a front seam and a rear seam.
front margins and along said rear margins, said
12. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein said divider
interconnecting means being releasably separable
seam includes a stitched-in reinforcing strip.
over at least a portion of said rear margins to de?ne
13. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein said divider
a debris discharge opening;
65 seam extends generally in parallel with said front mar
a mounting collar carried by said sidewalls generally
gins.
at the lower ends thereof and generally adjacent
14. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein the pool cleaner
said front margins for mounting said bag onto the
includes a water supply hose, and further including

9
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support means adjacent the seamless upper end for se

10

a bag member formed from an elongated stretch of
material pervious to water flow and generally im

curing the bag to the water supply hose.
15. The ?lter bag of claim 1 wherein the bag has a
narrow front pro?le.

pervious to passage of debris therethrough, said
stretch of material being folded generally upon
itself to de?ne a generally identical pair of overlap
ping sidewalls joined by a seamless upper end and
having generally aligned front margins and rear

16. A ?lter bag for use with a pool cleaner having a
suction mast for ?ow of water and debris drawn from a

swimming pool or the like, said bag comprising:
a bag member formed from a. material previous to

margins, said sidewalls further including overlap

water ?ow and generally impervious to passage of
debris therethrough, said bag member de?ning a
substantially closed interior volume having an open
mouth at the lower end thereof, said bag member
being formed with a pair of sidewalls having gener
ally aligned front margins and rear margins and
further including means for interconnecting said
front margins and said rear margins;

ping extensions at their lower ends generally adja
cent said front margins;
a front seam interconnecting said front margins and
extending generally from said seamless upper end
downwardly to the lower ends of said extensions;
a mounting collar carried by said extensions and in

means for mounting said bag member onto the dis
charge end of the pool cleaner suction mast for
passage of water and debris drawn through the
suction mast into the interior volume; and
20
means for dividing the bag member interior volume

into a primary ?ow chamber disposed generally

cluding means for mounting onto the discharge end
of the pool cleaner suction mast, said collar de?n
ing an open mouth generally at a lower and for

ward region of said bag member for passage of
water and debris drawn through the suction mast

into said bag member;
a rear seam interconnecting said rear margins and

extending generally from said seamles upper end
downwardly toward the lower ends of said side

over said open mouth and a collection chamber

spaced generally laterally from said open mouth

walls and then generally forwardly to a rear mar

and blocked from direct ?ow communication 25

therewith, said primary ?ow chamber being dis
posed generally adjacent said front margins and
said collection chamber being disposed generally

gin of said mounting collar, said rear seam includ
ing releasably attachable means over at least a por

tion of the length thereof to permit selective access
to the interior of said bag member; and

adjacent said rear margins, said divider means com
prising a divider seam interconnecting said side

a divider seam interconnecting said sidewalls and

walls and extending generally upwardly from the

mounting collar opposite said front margins and
terminating in spaced relation below said seamless

extending generally upwardly from the side of said

side of said open mouth opposite said front margins
and terminating in spaced relation below the upper
end of said bag member whereby water and debris
entering said bag member through said open mouth 35
passes through the primary flow chamber with the
water exiting through the bag member material and
the debris passing into said collection chamber.
17. The ?lter bag of claim 16 wherein said bag mem
ber has a seamless upper end.

upper end, said divider seam cooperating with said
sidewalls and said front and rear seams to de?ne a

primary ?ow chamber disposed generally over said
open mouth and a collection chamber spaced be

hind said primary flow chamber and blocked from
direct ?ow communication with said open mouth,
said collection chamber having an upper extent in

direct ?ow communication with said primary ?ow
chamber, whereby water and debris entering said

18. The ?lter bag of claim 16 including means for
releasably accessing said collection chamber from the
exterior of said bag member to permit removal of col
lected debris therein.

bag member through said open mouth passes
through the primary ?ow with the water exiting
generally through said seamless upper end and the

19. A ?lter bag for use with a pool cleaner having a 45
suction mast for flow of water and debris drawn from a

debris passing rearwardly into and settling within
said collection chamber.

swimming pool or the like, said bag comprising:
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